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qbbe, sleveland, ddb
qbsolute humidity, fge
qbyssal ocean circulation, 8a8–8b8
wind driven, hbi
qss, 8c6–845
adiabatic model of, hdc
and mesoscale eddies, hcg
form drag in, hdd
momentum balance, hcg, hci, hda
qcoustic-gravity waves, b9c–b96
qdiabatic lapse rate
dry, ii
moist, fib
qdiadbatic lapse rate, dh
qdvection-diﬀusion-condensation models, fhf
qdvective derivative, d
qnelastic approximation, 75–78
qnelastic equations, gf, gh
energetics of, gh
qngular momentum, fg
spherical coordinates, fg
qntarctic sircumpolar surrent, 8c6–845
qntisymmetric turbulent diﬀusivity, dia
qPu, acg
qrnold stability conditions, d0f
qsymptotic models
conservation properties of, ahg
quasi-geostrophy, ahh
qtmospheric stratiﬁcation, 57b–58a
quto-barotropic ﬂuid, ad
qvailable potential energy, ac7–a40
roussinesq ﬂuid, ach
ideal gas, aci

raroclinic circulation theorem, aea
raroclinic eddies, 464–47a
eﬀect on xadley sell, ebh
in atmosphere, dfe
in ocean, dfh
magnitude and scale, dfd
raroclinic eddy diﬀusivities, did
raroclinic ﬂuid, ad
raroclinic instability, cc5, c47–c67
beta eﬀect in continuous model, cfi
beta eﬀect in two-layer model, cf0
uady problem, cea
eﬀect of stratosphere, cgb
energetics of, cfg
high-wavenumber cut-oﬀ, cdc, cf0, da0, dei
in ocean, cgc
interacting edge waves, cfc
linear Qw equations, cdi
mechanism of, cdg
minimum shear, cfa
necessary conditions for, cea, d0h, da0
neutral curve in two-layer problem, cfb
non-uniform shear and stratiﬁcation, cgb
sloping convection, cdg
two-layer problem, cef
raroclinic lifecycle, dff
raroclinic lifecycles
in atmosphere, dfe
in ocean, dfh, dg0
raroclinic term, ade
raroclinic triads, deg
rarotropic ﬂuid, ad, b0
rarotropic instability, cc5
rarotropic jet, 540–549
and Rossby waves, edb
and the uP ﬂux, edg

ralanced dynamics
tropics, gaa
raroclinic adjustment, egf
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numerical example, edh
rarotropic triads, deg
ratchelor scale, dci
ratchelor spectrum, dci
rernoulli function, dd
rernoulli’s theorem, dd
and potential vorticity ﬂux, afg
reta eﬀect, aed, aee
in two-dimensional turbulence, dde
reta plane vorticity equation, aef
reta scale, ddf, ddg
reta-plane approximation, 69
reta-Rossby number, eei, gce
rjerknes, Jacob, i0g
rjerknes, Vilhelm, afi
rjerknes-Silberstein circulation theorem, aea
roiling point, fgh
rolus velocity, e00, e0c
rottom pressure stress, gee
roundary layers
ukman, b0a
roussinesq approximation, 70–75
roussinesq equations, ga
asymptotic derivation, a0a
energetics of, gd
potential vorticity conservation, afc
relation to pressure coordinates, hb
strong and weak versions, gh
summary, gd
rox ocean models, 8ac–8a8
many boxes, hag
two boxes, had
rreaking waves, eii
rretherton’s boundary layer, aia
rrewer–tobson circulation, 6ca–64c, fdd, ffi
rrunt–Väisälä frequency, ig
ruoyancy frequency, gc, ig
ideal gas, ii
ocean, ii
ruoyancy-driven ocean circulation, h0a, hac
rurger number, agc
sabbeling, ci
sqPu, fie
sentrifugal force, eg
shaos, dcc, dce
a brief history, ddc
sharney problem, cfi
sharney, Jule, cgf
sharney–trazin condition, eii, f0a, f0c
sharney–uliassen problem, f0i
sharney–wreen number, cg0
sharney–Stern–Pedlosky criterion for instability,
cea
shemical potential, af, ag
syN, fie
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sircular reference, see Reference, circular
sirculation, a4c–a5c
sirculation theorem, ae0, a47–a56
baroclinic, aea
barotropic ﬂuid, ae0
beta eﬀect, aed
hydrostatic ﬂow, aeb
rotating ﬂow, aeb
sySK, gbg
slausius–slapeyron equation, 678–679
ideal gas, fgi
slosure problem of turbulence, dac
sompensating subsidence, gaf
sompressible ﬂow, da
soncentration and mixing ratio, a0
sondensation-diﬀusion models, fha
sondensation-diﬀusion-advection models, fhf
sonditional instability, fie, fif
sonservative temperature, cf, ci
sonservative tracers, a0
sonvection, fii
energetics of, fif
moist, fie
sonvective adjustment, fig, g0f
sonvective instability, bfa
sonvective plumes, h0e
sonvective quasi-equilibrium, fih
sonventional equation of state, ac
soriolis acceleration, eg
soriolis force, 57–58
soriolis, waspard wustave de, a0c
sritical layers, eid
gravity wave, eig
Rossy wave, eid
sritical levels, fcd
sritical line, eic, 594, f0g
syclostrophic balance, ia, ie, if
teacon sell, hcc, hda, hdc, heb
teacon cell, hcd
teformation radius, abd, abe
telayed oscillator model of ul Niño, i0d
tensity
neutral, cb
potential, bd
tew point, gbd
tiﬀusion
equation of, dgc
potential vorticity, e0e
turbulent, dgc
tiﬀusion-condensation models, fha
tiﬀusive ﬂuxes, di0
tiﬀusive thermocline, 779–785, h0e
tiﬀusive transport, dgc
tiﬀusivity tensors, di0
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tispersion relation, bae, baf, ba9
Rossby waves, bbh
tivergence equation, if
townward control, fdh
try adiabatic lapse rate, bi, dh, ii
tumbbell in beta-plane turbulence, ddh
uady problem, c5a–c56, ceg
eddy eﬀect on mean-ﬂow, cii
secondary circulation, cii
with beta, cga
uady, uric, cgf
uddy diﬀusion, dge
two-dimensional, dhc
uddy transport
and the TuM, e0f
velocity, e00
uddy vicoscity, b0b
udge waves, cd0, cda, cdc
uady problem, cfe
in shear ﬂows, cd0
uﬀective gravity, ei
ugg, boiling, fgh
ukman layers, b0a–baa
integral properties of, b0d
momentum balance, b0c
observed, b0i
stress in, b0a
ukman number, b0b
ukman spiral, b0f, b0i
ul Niño, 886–904
toy models, hih
ulephant, fa0
uliassen–Palm ﬂux, c8c–c87, efh
and barotropic jets, edg
and form drag, cig
observed, efh
primitive equations, eha
spherical coordinates, eha
uliassen–Palm relation, chd
unergetics
of quasi-geostrophic equations, aih
unergy budget, db
constant density ﬂuid, db
variable density ﬂuid, dc
viscous eﬀects, de
unergy conservation
roussinesq equations, gd
primitive equations, fe
shallow water equations, abb
unergy ﬂux, bcd
rernoulli function, dd
Rossby waves, bcd–bcf
unergy inertial range
in two-dimensional turbulence, dbi
unergy transfer in two-dimensional ﬂow, dbd
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uNSO, hhf
unstrophy inertial range, dbd, dbi
passive tracer in, dci
unstrophy transfer in two-dimensional ﬂow, dbd
unthalpy, ag, de, di
dynamic, cg
ﬂuxes in convection, g0e
generalized, de
ideal gas, ba
of vaporization, fgg
potential, cf, cg, di
potential, generalized, df
unthalpy of vaporization, gbb
untropy, ad, bd, dh
moist air, gba
uquation of State, a4
uquation of state, ac
conventional or thermal, ac
fundamental, ad, ae, b0
ideal gas, ac
moist air, fgd
seawater, ac, cc
uquations of motion, c
for tropics, gaa
rotating frame, ee
tropical atmosphere, g0h
uquatorial undercurrent, 865, hfg, hgd
ideal ﬂuid model, 876–885
local model, 865–876
uquatorial waves
stratosphere, fcd
uquivalent potential temperature, fh0, 694, gbc
uquivalent topography, fag
uuler, Leonard, eb
uulerian and Lagrangian, c
uulerian derivative, d
uulerian viewpoint, d
uxner function, acf
uxplication, aef, ag0
f-plane approximation, fi
verrel sell, 5c4–5c6, ega
eddy ﬂuxes in, ecf
surface ﬂow in, ece
verrel, William, ecg
vield or uulerian viewpoint, d
virst law of thermodynamics, ae, 49
vjørtoft’s criterion for instability, cdg, d0h
vluid element, d
vofonoﬀ model, gea
vorce
centrifugal, eg
soriolis, eh
vorm drag, aai
and uliassen Palm ﬂux, cig
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at ocean bottom, gee
in
, hci, hdd
vorm stress, aa9–ab0
vour-thirds law, dhb
vree energy, ag
vree-slip condition, gda
vrequency, baf
vrictional–geostrophic balance, b0b
vroude number, hf, agc, did
vrozen in property of vorticity, adg
vundamental equation of state, ad, ae, b0
ideal gas, be, 47–49
vundamental postulate of thermodynamics, ad
vundamental thermodynamic relation, af
was constant, fgd
weneralized enthalpy, df
went–McWilliams scheme, dii
weopotential surfaces, f0
weostrophic adjustment, ab7–ac4
energetics of, ac0
Rossby problem, abh
weostrophic balance, 87–9c, ie, aah
a variational perspective, acc
frictional, b0b
in shallow water equations, aah
pressure coordinates, ia
weostrophic contours, gfd
weostrophic scaling, aga
in continuously stratiﬁed equations, agd
in shallow water equations, aga
weostrophic turbulence, 445, df0
Larichev–xeld model, df0
stratiﬁed, ded
two layers, dee
two-dimensional, beta-plane, dde
wibbs function, ag, ah
equilibration, fgg
for seawater, cc
ideal gas, be, 47
moist air, gb0
wradient wind balance, ia, if, 94–97
in uulerian equations, if
wravity waves, a00, a0a, b5a
acoustic, bic
critical line, eid
hydrostatic, bfa
stratosphere, fcd
wreen and Stone turbulent transport, did
wroup velocity, bb0–bb4, b40
internal waves, bfd
property for wave activity, chd
wroup velocity property, b4b–b46
wyres, gca
xadley sell, 5a6–5c4
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angular-momentum-conserving model, eaf
eﬀects of eddies on, ebh, ecb
eﬀects of moisture on, ebb
poleward extent, eag
radiative equilibrium solution, ebc
seasonal eﬀects and hemispheric asymmetry,
ebe
shallow water model of, ebd
strength of, eag
xadley, weorge, ecg
xaney boundary condition, h0b, heh
xeat capacity, ba
xeld–xou model of xadley sell, eaf
xelmholtz function, ah
xermite polynomials, cc0
xide’s theorem, ebc, ecg
xolton, Jim, a0d
xomentropic ﬂuid, ad, b0, ec
xomogenization of a tracer, 487–489
xorizontal convection, 80b–8ac
maintenance of, h0h
xumidty
measures of, fge
xurricanes , gbg
xydrostasy, ab
accuracy, hf
scaling for, hc, hd
xydrostatic approximation
accuracy, hf
in deriving primitive equations, fd
xydrostatic balance, ab, 87
eﬀects of rotation, ib
eﬀects of stratiﬁcation, he
scaling for, hd, ic, 8c–9c
xydrostatic equations
potential vorticity conservation, afd
xydrostatic internal waves, bfa
ydeal gas, b0
buoyancy frequency, ii
enthalpy, ba
equation of state, ac
fundamental equation of state, be, dg
heat capacity, ba
simple and general, b0
thermodynamics of, bc
ympermeability of potential vorticity, afe
yncompressible ﬂow, da, 4a–4b
conditions for, da
ynertial ﬂow, if
ynertial oscillations, abf
ynertial range, 4a8, dbc
ct, dah
energy in bt, dbi
energy in ct, dai
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enstrophy, dbi
two-dimensional turbulence, dbg
ynertial western boundary currents, 747
ynertial-diﬀusive range, dda
ynﬂection point criterion, cdf
ynstability
baroclinic, cce, cdg
barotropic, cce
Kelvin–xelmholtz, cce
necessary conditions in baroclinic ﬂow, cea
necessary conditions in shear ﬂow, cde
parallel shear ﬂow, ccg
yntermediate models, ahf
yntermittency, dbc
ynternal energy, b0, dh
ynternal thermocline, 779–785
ynternal waves, a00, b59–b6a
energetics, bfg
group velocity, bfd, bfh
polarization properties, bfa
polarization relations, bfa
rays, bgc
reﬂection, bfh
stratosphere, fcd
topographic generation, bhc
ynverse cascade, 4b4, dbi
energy-enstrophy argument, dbe
similarity theory, dbf
vorticity elongation, dbd
ynversion, adg
of vorticity, adg
ynviscid western boundary currents, 75c–757
ysentropic coordinates, ac4–ac7
and quasi-geostrophy, aif
roussinesq ﬂuid, ace
ideal gas, acf
ysopycnal coordinates, ace
JurqR, joint eﬀect of baroclinicity and relief, gef
Jets, 448–45c, 540–549
and the pseudomomentum budget, edd
and the vorticity budget, eda
atmospheric, ed0
eddy-driven, ed0
in beta-plane turbulence, ddh
numerical simulation of, ddi
Joint eﬀect of baroclinicity and relief, gef
Joint eﬀect of beta and friction, ddi
Jump conditions, cci
JWKr approximation, bdg, fbc
Kda theory, daf, dah
Kelvin cat’s eye, eig
Kelvin waves, abf, fcf
Kelvin’s circulation theorem, a50, aef
Kelvin–xelmholtz instability, cc5, cd0
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Kinematic stress, b0b
Kinematic viscosity, ab
Kinematics
of waves, bae
Kolmogorov scale, db0
Kolmogorov theory, 4a6–4bb
Kolmogorov theory of turbulence, dah
Kolmogorov, q. N., dda
Lagrange, Joseph-Louis, eb
Lagrangian derivative, d
Lagrangian viewpoint, c, d
Lamb waves, bie
Lapse rate, 99
adiabatic, of density, bg
adiabatic, of temperature, bi
dry adiabatic, bi, ii
dry ideal gas, ii
of seawater, cd
saturated, fib
Latent heat, gbb
Latent heat of evaporation, fgg
Level of free convection, fie
Lifecycle of baroclinic waves, dff
in atmosphere, dfe
in ocean, dfh, dg0
Lifting condensation level, fie
Liouville–wreen approximation, bdg
Locality in turbulence, dbc
Log-pressure coordinates, hb
Lorenz equations, dcc
Lorenz, udward, ada, adb
LPS model, ghe
Luyten–Pedlosky–Stommel model, ghe
M equation, ggi
one-dimensional model, gh0
Mach number, db
Macro-turbulence, dde
Madden–Julian oscillation, gag
Main thermocline, ggd
Margules relation, aai
Mass continuity, 7–a0
uulerian derivation, g
in a rotating frame, eh
in roussinesq equations, gb
Lagrangian derivation, i
Mass continuity equation
shallow water, a0g
Material derivative, 4–7
ﬁnite volume, e
ﬂuid property, e
Material viewpoint, d
Maxwell relations, a7, a9
Mercator coordinates, fba
Meridional overturning circulation, h0a
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atmospheric, uulerian, ead
of atmosphere, ead
of ocean, h0a
wind-driven, ocean, hbi
Mid-latitude atmospheric circulation, 549–57a
Minimum shear for baroclinic instability, cfa
Mixing length theory, 484–487
Mixing ratio, fge
Mixing ratio and concentration, a0
MJO, gag
MOs, ead, h0a
stratosphere, fdd
wind-driven, ocean, hbi
Moist convection, 695–700
Moist thermodynamics, gb0
Moisture
eﬀect on potential vorticity, af0
eﬀects on xadley sell, ebb
Momentum equation, aa–ac
in a rotating frame, eh
shallow water, a0f
vector invariant form, ff
monsoons, gag
Montgomery potential, acf
Mountain waves, bhc
Multi-layer Qw equations, ahe
Munk wind-driven model, gd0
properties of, gda
Natural coodinates, id
Navier, slaude, ec
Necessary conditions for baroclinic instability, d0h,
da0
Necessary conditions for instability, 40c–4aa
baroclinic ﬂow, cea
sharney–Stern–Pedlosky criterion, cea, d0d
vjørtoft’s criterion, cdg, d0h
Rayleigh–Kuo criterion, cdf, d0d
relation to eddy ﬂuxes, efd
shear ﬂow, cde
use of pseudoenergy, d0f
use of pseudomomentum, d0c
Neutral density, cb, cc, ec, ggd, gii
No-slip condition, gda
Non-acceleration result, cgi, fci
Non-acceleration theorem, c94–c99
Non-homentropic term, ade
Nondimensionalization
in rotating ﬂow, aga
nondimensionalization, 46–47
Oblate spheroid, ei, f0
Observations
, gah
abyssal ocean, hbi
qtlantic Ocean, h0c
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ida
atmospheric meridional overturning circulation, ead, egb
atmospheric stratiﬁcation, mean, egb
atmospheric wind and temperature, eac
deep ocean circulation, h0a
deep western boundary current, hbg
ukman layers, b0i
uliassen–Palm ﬂux, efh, eg0
uliassen–Palm ﬂux divergence, eg0
equatorial ocean currents, hfa
wlobal Ocean, gce
global ocean currents, gcb
main thermocline, ggd
North qtlantic, hbg
North qtlantic currents, gcc
ocean stratiﬁcation, h0b
oceanic meridional overturning circulation,
h0a
of the atmosphere, eaa
potential vorticity, ocean, gg0
reanalysis, ecg
relative humidity, fhb
surface winds, ead
zonally-averaged atmosphere, eae
zonally-averaged zonal wind, eg0
Ocean circulation
abyssal, hba
laboratory model of, hah
scaling for buoyancy-driven, hac
wind-driven, gcc
wind-driven abyssal, hbi
Ocean currents, gcb
Ocean gyres, gca
Omega equation, aib
Outcropping, ghh
Parabolic cylinder functions, cc0
Parcel method, 97–99, fie
Passive tracer, 4c7–44a
in three dimensions, dci
in two dimensions, dci
spectra of, dcg
Perfect gas, dg
Phase speed, bag, ba6–ba9
Phase velocity, bai
Phillips instability problem, cef
Piecewise linear ﬂows, cch
Plane waves, baf
Planetary waves, ehe
Planetary-geostrophic equations, a76–a80
for shallow water ﬂow, agf
for stratiﬁed ﬂow, agh
Planetary-geostrophic potential vorticity
equation, agh, agi
shallow water, agh
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stratiﬁed, agi
Poincaré waves, abd, abe, bdd
Poincaré, xenri, ada
Polar vortex, fbi
Polarization properties of internal waves, bfa
Polarization relations, bfa
Polytropic ﬂuid, ad
Potential density, bd, be, bg, c0, cb
and static instability, ig
of seawater, bg, cb
Potential enthalpy, cf, df, di
Potential temperature, bd, c0, di
equivalent, fid
ideal gas, be
moist air, gbb
of liquids, bh
seawater, bh, cd
Potential vorticity, adc, a56–a68
and rernoulli’s theorem, afg
and the frozen-in property, aeh
roussinesq equations, afc
concentration, afe
conservation of, aef
diﬀusion of, e0e
for baroclinic ﬂuids, aeg
for barotropic ﬂuids, aef
homogenization of, gic
hydrostatic equations, afd
impermeability of isentropes, afe
mixing, ege, egf
moisture eﬀect, af0
ocean observations, gg0
on isentropic surfaces, afd
planetary-geostrophic, agh
quasi-geostrophic, ai0
relation to circulation, aef
salinity eﬀect, af0
shallow water, ab0, afb, ahb
staircase, dea–dec
substance, afe
Potential vorticity ﬂux, eff
Potential vorticity ﬂuxes, atmospheric, eff
Potential vorticity homogenization, dhg
Potential vorticity transport
and tropospheric stratiﬁcation, egd
Prandtl number, dci, h0d
Predictability, 4cc–4c7
of Lorenz equations, dcc
of turbulence, dce
of weather, dcg
Pressure, aa, ag
Pressure coordinates, 79, ha
and quasi-geostrophy, aib
relation to roussinesq equations, hb
Primitive equations, 64
potential vorticity conservation, afd
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vector form, fe
Pseudoenergy, d0f
and hydrodynamic instability, d0f
and wave activity, d0g
Pseudomomentum, chd
and hydrodynamic stability, d0c
and zonal jets, edd
QrO, 65b–66b
essentials, fee
Quasi-biennial oscillation, 65b–66b
Quasi-equilibrium, 698, fii
Quasi-geostrophic
wave–mean-ﬂow interaction, ch0
Quasi-geostrophic potential vorticity
equation, ai0
relation to urtel PV, aie
Quasi-geostrophic turbulence, ded
Quasi-geostrophy, a80–a95
asymptotic derivation, ahh
buoyancy advection at surface, aia
continuously stratiﬁed, ahg
energetics, aih
in isentropic coordinates, aif
informal derivation, aic
multi-layer, ahe–ahf
pressure coordinates, aib
shallow water, ah0
sheet at boundary, aia
single layer, ah0
stratiﬁed equations, a87–a94
two-layer, ahd–ahe
two-level, aid
Radiation condition, edc
Radiative equilibrium temperature, eaa
Radiative equililibrium, g00–g0c
Radiative transfer, gbd
Radiative-convective equililibrium, g0c–g0f
Radius of deformation, abd, abe
Random walk, dgf
Ray theory, bb4–bb6, fba
Ray tracing, fba
Rayleigh criterion for instability, cde
Rayleigh equation, cch
Rayleigh number, h0d
Rayleigh’s equation, cch
Rayleigh–Kuo criterion, cdf, d0d
Rayleigh–Kuo equation, cch
Rays, bbf, bgc
equatorial, cad
in internal waves, bgc
Reanalysis, 5c7, ecg
Recharge-discharge oscillator, i0a
Reduced gravity equations, aa0–aab
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Reference, circular, see sircular reference
Reﬂection
internal waves, bfh
Rossby waves, bcg
Refractive index, ehg, eii
Relative humidity, fge, fgf, 680–690
in mid-latitudes, fhh
Relative vorticity, aeb
Residual circulation, chh
and thickness-weighted circulation, cia
atmospheric, mid-latitude, ega
atmospheric, observations of, egb
stratospheric, fdb
Resonance of stationary waves, fa0
Reynolds number, df
Reynolds stress, dae
Reynolds, Osborne, ec
Rhines length, ddg
Rhines scale, ddf
Rhines–Young model, gfa
Richardson number, did
Richardson’s four-thirds law, dhb
Richardson, Lewis vry, ddb
Rigid body rotation, add
Rigid lid, a0h, aaa
Rossby number, 87
Rossby wave trains, faa
Rossby waves, bb6–b40, ehe
and barotropic jets, edb
and ray tracing, fba
and turbulence, ddf
barotropic, bbg
breaking, eii, fdb
continuously stratiﬁed, bca, eii
critical layers, eid
dispersion relation, bbh
energy ﬂux, bc4–bc6
ﬁnite deformation radius, bbi
group velocity property, chd
horizontal propagation, ehh
mechanism of, bbi
meridional propagation, fba
momentum transport in, edb
planetary geostrophic, c0b
propagation, ehe
reﬂection, bcg
topographic, f0b
two layers, bc0
vertical propagation, eii, f0c, f0e, f0f
Rossby, sarl-wustav, bab
Rotating frame, 55–59
Salinity, ac, cc
eﬀect on potential vorticity, af0
in box models, had
Salt, ac
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Sandström’s eﬀect, h0i
Saturated adiabatic lapse rate, fib, fie
Saturation vapour pressure, fgf
Scale height
atmosphere, db
density, bg
temperature, bh
Scale height, atmosphere, hc
Scaling, 46–47
geostrophic, aga
in rotating shallow water equations, aga
in rotating stratiﬁed equations, agd
Schwarzchild equations, gbd
Seawater, ac, cc
adiabatic lapse rate, cd
equation of state, ac, cc, cd
heat capacity, cd
potential temperature, cd
thermodynamic properties, cc
Shadow zone, gia
Shallow water
quasi-geostrophic equations, ah0
Shallow water equations
multi-layer, aab
potential vorticity conservation, afb
reduced gravity, aa0
rotation eﬀects, aba
Shallow water model of xadley sell, ebd
Shallow water systems, a05–abc
conservation properties of, ab0
potential vorticity in, ab0
Shallow water waves, abc–ab7
Shallow-ﬂuid approximation, fe
Sideways convection, 80b–8ac
conditions for maintenance, h0i
energy budget, h0h
limit of small diﬀusivity, haa
maintenance of, h0h
mechanical forcing of, hab
phenomenology, h0g
Sigma coordinates, hb
Singing in the rain, fgc
Single-particle diﬀusivity, dgh
Skew diﬀusion, dia
Skew ﬂux, dia
Skew ﬂuxes, di0
Sloping convection, cdg
Solenoidal term, ade
Solenoids, adf, aea
Sound waves, d0
Southern Ocean, hcf
Southern Oscillation, hhh
Speciﬁc heat capacities, b0
Speciﬁc humidity, fge
Spectra of passive tracers, dcg
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Spherical coordinates, 59–68
centrifugal force in, ei
Squire’s theorem, cge
Stacked shallow water equations, aab
Staircases of potential vorticity, dea–dec
Standard atmosphere, egb
State estimate, ecg
Static instability, 97–99, fie
Stationary phase, bbc
Stationary waves, 609–6b5
adequacy of linear theory, fad
and ray tracing, fba
wreen function, fac
in a single-layer, f0i
meridional propagation, fba
one-dimensional wave trains, faa
resonant response, fa0
thermal forcing of, fae
Stokes, weorge, ec
Stommel box models, hac
Stommel wind-driven model, 7cc
boundary layer solution, gcg
properties of, gda
quasi-geostrophic formulation, gcf
the nonlinear problem, gde
Stommel, xenry, geh
Stommel–qrons model, 8ba
single-hemisphere, hba
two-hemisphere, hbf
Stommel–qrons–valler model, hah
Stratiﬁcation
in mid-latitudes, egi
of the atmosphere, egb
Stratiﬁed geostrophic turbulence, ded
Stratosphere, ead, egb, 6b7
polar vortex, fbi
sudden warming of, fca
Stratospheric dynamics, 6b7–669
Stratospheric sudden warmings, ffc
Stress
ukman layer, b0a
kinematic, b0b
Stretching, adi
Sudden warming, fca
Sudden warmings, ffc
Super-rotation, ebc
Surf zone, fbi
Surface drifters, dhc
Surface westerlies, ed0
Surface winds, efg
observed, ead
Sverdrup balance, gcg
near the equator, hfc
Sverdrup interior ﬂow, gch
Symmetric diﬀusivity tensor, di0
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Tangent plane, fi
Taylor–woldstein equation, eig
Taylor–Proudman eﬀect, i0
TuM, cgi, chg, chi, cib
TuM equations, c87
for primitive equations, eha
Temperature, a7, gbd
dew point, gbd
potential, bd, gbd
wet-bulb, gbd
hermal equation of state, ac, dg
moist air, gba
hermal wind, hg
in shallow water equations, aah, aai
hermal wind balance, 87–9c
pressure coordinates, ia
hermobaric eﬀect, ad, cc
on potential density, cf
on potential vorticity, afa
hermocline, gfa, 774–798
advective scaling, ggg
boundary-layer analysis, ghb
diﬀusive, h0e
diﬀusive scaling, ggg
internal, ggi
kinematic model, gge
main, ggd
one-dimensional model, gh0
reduced-gravity, single-layer model, ghf
scaling for, ggf
summary and overview, gi0
ventilated, ghe
wind-inﬂuenced diﬀusive scaling, ggh
hermodynamic equation, ba–c0
roussinesq equations, gb
for liquids, be, c0
summary table, bf
hermodynamic equilibrium, ba
hermodynamic potentials, ag–ai
hermodynamic relations, a4–ba
fundamental, af
Maxwell, ag
hermodynamics
ﬁrst law, ae
fundamental postulate, ad
moist, gb0
hermohaline circulation, h0a
hickness, hc
hickness diﬀusion, 50b, e0d
homas, tylan, c
Tilting and tipping, adi
Topographic eﬀects
atmospheric stationary waves, f0i
JurqR, gef
oceanic western boundary current, gec
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Toy models, i0h
ul Niño, hih
Tracer continuity equation, a0
Tracer homogenization, dhg
Traditional approximation, fe
Transformed uulerian Mean, cgi, cib, c87–c9b
and eddy transport, e0f
isentropic coordinates, chi
primitive equations, eha
quasi-geostrophic form, chg
spherical coordinates, eha
Triad interactions, dae
two-layer geostrophic turbulence, deg
Tropics, fgc
Tropopause, egb–eha, 706–708
deﬁnition, egb
Tropopause height
in mid-latitudes, egi
theory of, g0f, g0g, gbe
Troposphere, ead, egb
and potential vorticity transport, egd
stratiﬁcation, egb, egd, egh
ventilation and moist convection, egg
Truesdell, sliﬀord, eb
Turbulence, 4ac
beta-plane, ddh
closure problem, dac
degrees of freedom, dbb
fundamental problem, dac
predictability of, dcc
three-dimensional, daf
two-dimensional, dbc
Turbulent diﬀusion, 47c, 475, di0
and the TuM, e0f
in the atmosphere and ocean, dic
macroscopic perspective, dhg
requirements for, dhe
thickness, e0b
two-dimensional, dhc
Turbulent diﬀusivity, dgh
Turning line, ehi, f0g
Two-box model, had
Two-dimensional turbulence, 4bc–4cc
beta eﬀect, dde
eddy diﬀusion in, dhc
energy and enstrophy transfer, dbd
numerical solutions, dcb
Two-dimensional vorticity equation, adg
Two-layer instability problem, cef
Two-layer model
of atmospheric mid-latitudes, eed
Two-layer Qw equations, ahd
Two-level Qw equations, aid
Two-particle diﬀusivity, dh0, dhb
Under Milk Wood, c
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Unit vectors
rate of change on sphere, fb
Vapour pressure
saturation, fgf
Vector invariant momentum equation, ff
Ventilated pool, gid
Ventilated thermocline, 785–798
reduced-gravity, single-layer model, ghf
two-layer model, ghh
Vertical coordinates, 79–8c
Vertical vorticity equation, aee
Virtual temperature, fgd, fgf
Viscosity, ab
eﬀect on energy budget, de
Viscous scale, db0
Viscous-advective range, dci
Vorticity, if, a4c–a5c
equation for a barotropic ﬂuid, adf
equation on beta plane, aef
evolution equation, a45
evolution in a rotating frame, aec
frozen-in property, adg
in two dimensional ﬂuids, adg
stretching, aea
stretching and tilting, adi
vertical component, aee
Vorticity equation, if
Vorticity, relative, aeb
vr vortex, add
Walker sell, gag
Walker circulation, cbh, hhh, 89a
Water, fgc
Water vapour, fgc–fgf
measures of, fge
Wave activity, chd
and pseudomomentum, chd
group velocity property, chd
orthogonality of modes, che
Wave breaking, fdb
Wave packet, bba
Wave propagation, ehe
Wave trains, faa
Wave–mean-ﬂow interaction, c79, chb
quasi-geostrophic, ch0
Wave–turbulence cross-over, ddf
Waveguides
for equatorial waves, cad
for internal waves, bgd
Wavelength, bag
Waves, ba5
acoustic-gravity, bic
barotropic Rossby, bbg
breaking, fdb
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frequency, baf
group velocity property, bd0
hydrostatic gravity, bfa
inertial, abf
Kelvin, abf, fcf
kinematics, bae
Lamb, bie
Poincaré, abd, abe, bdd
Rossby, bbf
Rossby dispersion relation, bbh
Rossby wave mechanism, bbi
Rossby, continuously stratiﬁed, bca
Rossby, single-layer, bbg
Rossby, two-layer, bc0
rotating shallow water, abd
shallow water, abc
sound, d0
wavevector, baf
Wavevector, baf
Weak temperature gradient approximation, gab,
gad
adjustment to, gaf
for stratiﬁed ﬂow, gag
in shallow water equations, gaf
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Weather predictability, dcg
West, Mae, aef
Western boundary currents
topographic and inviscid, gec
Western boundary layer, gci
frictional, gch
inertial, gdg
Western intensiﬁcation, gca
Western pool, gic
Wet-bulb temperature, gbd
Wind-driven gyres, gca
Wind-driven ocean circulation, 7cc–770
continuously stratiﬁed, gfg
homogeneous model, gcc
two-layer model, gfa
vertical structure, gfa
WKr approximation, b47–b49, fbc
internal waves, bga
Rossby waves, ehi, ei0, eih
Zonal boundary layers in ocean gyres, gdd
Zonal ﬂow in turbulence, ddf
Zonal ﬂows in beta-plane turbulence, ddh
Zonally-averaged atmospheric circulation, eci
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